LAST DAYS OF
STEAM ON THE
MIDLAND REGION
Roger Malone
“August 4 was a perfect sunny day and, apart from the
fact we knew different, it still seemed steam could go on for
ever. But late in the afternoon the last surviving Britannia
Class Pacific, 'Oliver Cromwell', arrived on shed at Lostock
Hall after completing its part in an enthusiasts' special.
The polished lines of this simmering giant glinted magnificently in the sun.This was my last image on the last day of
steam. It was over.”
So writes the author in his introduction to this book.To some,
steam's demise in 1968 was merely a belated step towards
progress, but to the steam enthusiast, nurtured on the
sulphurous breath of these iron steeds, this last goodbye was a
time for reflection and regret. Throughout the mid-sixties, the
steam cull was relentless. The Western Region carried it out
with almost indecent haste, while the Southern Region held on
until 1967, along with the North East.
The Midland Region was the last to go. It had suffered serious
steam casualties as depot after depot closed, yet incredibly a
pocket of three Lancashire sheds survived to the last.The trio,
Carnforth, Lostock Hall (near Preston) and Rose Grove (near
Burnley) achieved almost celebrity status in 1968 as the
only steam motive power depots still operating in the whole
country.
Last Days of Steam on the Midland includes the author’s
remarkable photographs taken during the period when, as he
poignantly puts it, ‘Time ticked towards an almost surreal
extinction of steam, with a countdown as cold as the steel of a
locomotive whose fire had been dropped for the last time.’
Over 150 photographs appear in the book including photographs taken at the famous Barry scrapyard where so many
locomotives ended their days.
Anyone with an interest in railway history will be fascinated by
this unique pictorial memoir.
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Above: Having filled its pannier tanks with water, No
9, ‘Prince of Wales’, is about to collect its train which
it will haul bunker-first back down the 11 dramatically-scenic miles to Aberystwyth. (September 1978)
Above right: In a bay platform a grimy ex-LMS ‘Black
Five’ keeps company with a diesel multiple unit at
Shrewsbury. (4 March 1967)

Minus its smokebox number plate, BR Standard Class 4 No 75055 heads the up Cambrian
Coast Express into Barmouth.The impressive Cadair Idris rises majestically in the background.
(29 July 1966)

Right: ‘Black Five’ super power as No 45073 pilots
No 45156 ‘Ayrshire Yeomanry’ towards Rose Grove
with an enthusiasts’ special. ‘Ayreshire Yeomanry’,
along with ‘Lanarkshire Yeomanry’, were the only
two locomotives from this numerous class to carry
names. (28 July 1968)

Example of a double-page spread.

Making a fine smokey entrance to Devon, having just crossed the Tamar on Brunel’s Royal Albert
Bridge, is ex-SR Pacific No 34067 ‘Tangmere’ piloting BR Pacific No 70013 ‘Oliver Cromwell’.

